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chapter 1

chapter 1

the beginnings

This Route was established in
1926 as the most direct route
from Chicago to LA. In those
times it existed as a route to the
“New Frontier” the “Wild West”
and came to embody the freedom of the open road. Today it
becomes a site to reflect on the
American landscape.

2,448 miles

Route 66 is “mediating the collective memory of roadside Americana as a linear museum.”
Wood, Two Roads Diverge: Route 66, “Route 66,” and the Mediation of American Ruin.
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US 66

chapter 1

ILLINOIS

the beginnings

The route produces realities which bring in to question
the relationship between meaning and architecture. It has
become a physical manifestation of mediated identities
that’s simultaneously constructed from and in turn constructing identity. Architectural objects on the route are
built to represent an idea or place, and in turn contribute
to the idea and identity of the place they created. This
loop shows the agency of architectural objects in crafting
our realities, histories, and collective identities.
The route contains objects of similar necessities (motels,
gas stations, attractions, etc.) delivered in more extreme,
exoticized ways through form, signage, and objects. They
break up the monotony of the road with spectacles differentiating this place from that place. They represent an
America built on pseudo-events1. That which expects ever
more illusions and fantasy, which glorifies the freedom of
the open road. An America defined by the boom of the
mass culture industry in the 19th and 20th centuries that
ushered in scenic spectacles along American landscapes.
The sites capitalize on “natural” or constructed novelty to
sometimes overwrite culture and history in favor of exotic
fantasies2. In some cases they present romanticized,
idealized versions of the past that conflate the American
landscape into an iconographic self-referential image3, the
places become meaningful because they say they are and
become repeated and believed to be. In other ways they
celebrate everyday objects to give a visual and physical

MISSOURI

“Road narratives do not depict Route 66
so much as they play an important role in
creating it.”4

KANSAS

Boorstin, Daniel. The image: a guide to pseudo-events in America. 1964. p 11.
Tenneriello, Susan. Spectacle Culture and American Identity 1815-1940. 2013. p. 6.
3
Wood, A.The Best Surprise Is No Surprise”: Architecture, Imagery, and Omnitopia Among
American Mom-and-Pop Motels. 2005. p. 407
4
Nodelman, Reading Route 66. 2007, pg. 165.
5
Ibid., pg. 165.
1
2
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chapter 1
The built environment determines much of history
OKLAHOMA
through physical reality. The sites preserved today are
owned by those who have vested interests in them physically, economically, historically, or culturally. Oil, cars,
and road infrastructure continue to define an auto-centric culture as people become ever more dependent on
cars. Today, these architectural objects sit innocently
on the landscape, covering their complex histories and
power networks that lead back to the power relations of
the dominant government administration.
In a game which reflects reality and the systems at play,
the architectural objects become the characters, and
the players act through these characters to understand
the impact of one decision on the entire physical landscape. It produces endless alternate histories and futures
to critically reflect on the American narrative through
Route 66. This reveals the tangible agency of architectural characters in crafting our environment through
meaning, culture, and identity, and speculates on the
ways we can operate within these
				Alternate Americanisms.

TEXAS

the beginnings

NEW MEXICO

ARIZONA

“We cannot separate Route 66’s physical
and imaginative dimensions, as all such
highways are fields of relations that only
exist to the extent to which they narrate
and are in turn repeatedly narrated.”5

8

CALIFORNIA
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chapter 1

the claims
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the beginnings

the questions

Architecture is actively crafting reality, culture, and identity. It is
simultaneously constructed from and constructing meaning.

How are roadside American architectures on Route 66 active
players in telling American narratives and identities?

Route 66 exists as an American invention, cultural
manifestation, and now, ruin.

What and who’s “America” are the objects on the route defining?

Today, the objects on the route sit innocently on the landscape, covering
their complex histories and power networks that lead back to the
dominant government administration.

Can these objects be used to react to the complex power networks that
built them to speculate possible futures?
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chapter 1

the beginnings

Objects on Route 66 are the protagonists in crafting realities, identities, and narratives of the
American landscape. They are simultaneously constructed from and constructing meaning.
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chapter 2

chapter 2

route research

The route was cataloged from its
“starting” point in Chicago IL to
its “end” in Santa Monica, CA.
A linear sequence through eight
states with a variety of landscapes,
climates, and regions. Its linear
sequence strings together pieces of the American landscape to
create one uniquely “American”
experience.
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catalog
All Architectural objects are signs
which signify meaning to someone
through systems of interpreted
relationships. A majority of the
objects on the route today were
cataloged and organized by signifying their meaning as a building,
object, or sign. Other emerging
signifiers come from the character
of some of the objects catalogued.
Character which evokes sensation,
associations, produces a specific
space or time, or suggests meaning through form.

chapter 2

route research

BUILDINGS as sign

OBJECTS as sign

SIGNS as sign
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chapter 2

typologies

route research

building as sign.
tudor cottage gas

stepped gas

x 12

house + canopy gas

object as sign.

giraffe rock style motel

barn

food

bar motel + l motel

x4

x4

cottage style motel

sign as sign.

x 10

food

world’s largest + tallest + sunk

u motel

x8

x4

x8

misc 3d sign motel

largest

x 14

x8

x6

x2

x 11

x6

tallest

x6

sunk

ice box gas

hybrid/misc

x 12

gull wing gas

(former +) Denny’s

art deco + moderne gas

diners

(historic) McDonald’s

x 12

domestic stone

x4

roadhouses

‘spanish pueblo revival’

x3

x4

x4

western theme motel

x4

‘teepees’

x8

x 20

x6

water tower

decorated sheds

x 15

arrows

muffler men

drive-ins

castle

signs of signs + letters only

x8

x4

x8

x4

windmill

x8

x4

x5

animal

swiss + chalet style motels

x 13

x9

x8

18

motor courts

x7

barns

x7

x4
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chapter 3

chapter 3

tracing histories

“It is in fact possible to retrace an evocative story of power and conflict in the making of the American nation while travelling along 66.”
Nodelman, Reading Route 66, pg. 173.
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catalog

chapter 3

tracing histories

The sites preserved today are owned
by those who have vested interests
in them economically, physically,
historically, or culturally.
A majority of events and actors
trace back to the rise of oil powers
and popularity of the car. The route
reached its cultural peak in postwar
40s, 50s, and into the 60s because
of the intensified mass consumer culture following the war, and
the auto boom of the early 20th
century, which helped spread the
population from the city to the
suburbs. American car culture was
both a result of and propagator of
the rising oil powers of the 20th
century. The route’s demise leads
back to Eisenhower’s Federal-Aid
Highway Act which built 40,000
miles of Interstates, bypassing the
route and leading to its decommission in 1985. In the late 90s historic preservation programs, began
to preserve the sites they deemed
significant to American history.
Who are these sites being preserved
for? How can we investigate the built
American landscape of Route 66
to understand the construction of
American identity?
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chapter 3

24

tracing histories

25

16 objects on the route were
selected as key players They
appear chronologically starting
from the 1930s-2010s.

chapter 3

1

Phillips 66 Station #473, Tulsa, OK.

5

2

Standard Oil Gas Station, Odell, IL.

6

3

CONOCO Station, Shamrock, TX.

7

4

El Vado Motel, Albuquerque, NM.

8

Twin Arrows Trading Post, Flagstaff, AZ.

Rock Fountain Court, Springfield, MO.

Munger Moss Motel, Lebanon, MO.

10

11

12

Wigwam Motel 7, San Bernadino,CA.

Catsup Water Tower, Collinsville, IL.

66 drive-in theater, Carthage, MO.

McDonald’s golden arches, Upland, CA.

13

14

15

16

Muffler Man with hotdog, Atlanta, IL.

Blue Whale of Catoosa, Catoosa, OK.

The Biggest Cross in Texas, Groom, TX.

Welcome to McCook Sign, McCook, IL.

Blue Swallow Motel, Tucumcari, NM.

9
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tracing histories

27

The histories of these seemingly
innocent objects were traced
to find that their main interest
groups were oil, cars, and US
gov administration. The capitalist agenda of oil powers, incentivized by the government, created an America that saw cars at
the center of national identity.
In looking at the preservation
aspect, the National Register
of Historic Places, responsible
for preserving property deemed
significant to American history
is under the Department of the
Interior.

chapter 3

tracing histories

Who’s deciding what America to
preserve?
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chapter 3

30

tracing histories

31

chapter 3

1

32

tracing histories
Phillips 66 Station #473
Tulsa, OK.

2

Standard Oil Gasoline Station
Odell, IL.
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chapter 3

3

CONOCO Tower Station
Shamrock, TX.

tracing histories

“and don’t forget to eat!”
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chapter 3
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tracing histories
El Vado Motel
Albuquerque, NM.

5

Blue Swallow Motel
Tucumcari, NM.
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chapter 3

6

38

tracing histories
Twin Arrows Trading Post
Flagstaff, AZ.
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chapter 3

7

40

Rock Fountain Tourist Court
Springfield, MO.

tracing histories

41

chapter 3

8

42

tracing histories
Munger Moss Motel
Lebanon, MO.

9

Wigwam Village Motel no. 7
San Bernadino, CA.
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chapter 3

44

tracing histories

45

chapter 3

tracing histories
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46

Brooks Catsup Bottle Water Tower
Collinsiville, IL.
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chapter 3

11

48

tracing histories
66 Drive-In Theatre
Carthage, MO.

49

chapter 3

12

50

tracing histories
McDonald’s Golden Arches
Upland, CA.

13

Muffler Man with Hotdog
Atlanta, IL.
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chapter 3

14

52

tracing histories
Blue Whale of Catoosa
Catoosa, OK.

15

The Biggest Cross in Texas,
The Cross of Our Lord Jesus Christ
Groom, TX.
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chapter 3

tracing histories

16

54

Welcome to McCook Sign
McCook, IL.

55

learning from route 66
gigantic

miniature
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chapter 3

tracing histories

elevated

ground

multiple

single

57

operation testing

chapter 3

tracing histories

These operations transform the 16 objects to
heighten and understand the effect and meaning they produce. They become iterations,
versions, translations of the originals, much the
like the copying and simulating effect in the
Route. Based on the way these objects exist on
each spectrum today, the qualities are flipped.
buildings as sign

signs as sign

Version 4

mini-gigantic

Version 3

single-elevated

Version 2

ground-elevated

Version 1

present day

“original”

Version 0

objects as sign
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chapter 4

chapter 4

playing

Departing from the research, with
an interest to simulate how architectural objects construct realities, narratives, and identities, the
researched systems are used to
make a game that would generate
endless variations and Alternate
Americanism objects.
A world with rules as idiosyncratic
as those of Route 66 to transform
architectures on the route in an
Americanish place that plays out
a new history each time. With
architecture and meaning being closely tied to their historic
contexts, the game allows us to
alter historical timelines to create
an alternate histories which can be
traced in the architectural objects
produced. The goal is to reveal the
agency of architectural characters
in actively crafting our environment through meaning, culture,
and identity and speculates on
ways we can operate within these
Alternate Americanims. A series
of games were made to get at
these questions:

“In play there is something “at play” which transcends the immediate needs of life and imparts meaning to the action. All play means something.” include?
Johann Huizinga, Homo Ludens
60
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take 1

chapter 4

playing

How does rearranging and recombining objects changes their meaning or the place they create?
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chapter 4

playing

take 2

How can constructing landscape through tiles and
characters be a way to both simulate and construct
variation places?
tiles with different landscapes and roads and resources

players construct board

color coded pieces
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chapter 4

collect resources and build the landscape
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take 2

playing

pieces recombine
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chapter 4

playing

take 3

How can historical events and outcomes be translated
to affect the entire board?
CONSUMPTION
_Dept. of Indulgence
_Dept. of Eating
_Great Consumption
Coalition

PEANUT
_National Peanut Service
_National Rescued
Historic Peanuts
_Reese’s 66 Cups

CORN
_Fritolay
_Henry Frito

SYRUP
_United Syrup Group
_United Syrup
Manufacturers

CHIPS
_Lays
_Dorito Enterprise

CANDY
_Dr. Twinkie

DRINKS
_COCACOLA
_PEPSICO
_Water Emergency
Pop Company
_Energy Drink
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chapter 5

chapter 5

constructing alternate americanisms

The Game TM
This leads to the game that simulates endless alternate Americanisms in a mirrored framework
of reality. Each game plays out
differently, exploring how each
decision changes the entire built
landscape. It produces alternate
histories and objects. The game
examines the relationship between
meaning and architecture, identity
and the built environment. The
result tells the history of objects in
the built landscape and allows for
understanding and speculation.
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Present Reality

chapter 5

constructing alternate americanisms

A. Historical Events

The Game
Events and Outcomes

The major historical events that
impacted the objects on the route
are listed chronologically on the
game tiles. Each tile has an event
with an action that happens when
a character lands on the tile. The
tiles are shuffled and drawn in a
random order each game, producing alternate timelines.

Character and pieces

B. Object on US Route 66

characters

pieces

C. Operations

Translations
The operations of the route are
used to translate the objects on
the route into the characters and
pieces based on underlying, overlapping interest groups.

72
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the game

chapter 5

constructing alternate americanisms

The game is made of 3 main components: the tiles which construct
the landscape, the characters
which play out and create new
histories, and the pieces which
construct these new realities.
The goal is to construct the board
tile by tile from start to finish. You
play through the character moving
from piece to piece, playing out
different historical events which
affect the board. Each game creates a new timeline, and produces
objects that reflect these alternate
histories and new sets of associations, relationships, and narratives.
start of game

end of game
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the game

chapter 5
a

b

constructing alternate americanisms
c

This shows the game being played
out step by step.
The game exists digitally as an
augmented reality game where the
world of the game and real life can
coincide and allows for the game to
be played in varying environments.

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

n

o
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chapter 6

chapter 6

alternate americanisms

The Alternate Americanim objects
contribute to a database of ever
expanding objects, each containing a profile. The profile shows the
history, timeline, narrative, and
object produced for each alternate
reality.
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alternate americanisms

CATSUP #953

chapter 6

80
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CATSUP #953
82

Catsup #953 exists in a world where
drilling for oil is the new frontier, with
more untouched lands than ever freed up
to drill on. Extreme flooding occurs more
frequently but luckily the Route 66 Preservation Program is established to save
what it deems significant here. With a renewed nostalgic America, an age of auto
is reinvigorated into the American culture
to see the sights. More oil drilling and
extreme weather doesn’t deter drivers on
the route, until it’s decommission when all
energy must be spent on more oil.

chapter 6

alternate americanisms
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alternate americanisms

PHILLIPS #673

chapter 6
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85

PHILLIPS #673
86

In this time, gas stations and extreme
weather are on the rise while America’s
‘mother road’ is decommissioned as more
money is poured into oil by the government. Cars the movie tries to bring back
the Route’s former glory only to have it
stuck in a loop of being decommissioned
over and over. Roadside structures have
evolved to cater to the now excessively
auto-centric culture where experiencing
‘place’ is largely though the car. The government keeps profiting and reinvesting,
oil continues to boom.

chapter 6

alternate americanisms
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alternate americanisms

DRIVE IN #593

chapter 6

88

89

DRIVE IN #593
90

Here, the government is investing money
in oil as underwater and above ground
communities are built in anticipation of
rising sea levels. An oil embargo makes
oil but not gas stations scarce because
there’s word that the automobile industry
is about to ramp up production. A war
on oil soon breaks out. After the war is
over, and conditions are agreed upon to
prevent conflicts, new gas stations are
established. Cycles of war and new oil
discoveries and industries ensue, leading
other objects to get bigger and bigger to
stand out amongst the gas stations.

chapter 6

alternate americanisms
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Drive In #593
stills from animation

chapter 6

Phillips #673
stills from animation

alternate americanisms

a

b

a

b

c

d

c

d

e

f

e

f
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Catsup #953
stills from video

chapter 6

alternate americanisms

a

b

a

b

c

d

c

d

e

f
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Architecture is actively crafting reality, culture, and identity. It is simultaneously constructed from and constructing
meaning. Route 66 exists as an American invention, ruin,
and manifestation of American Identity. The objects on the
Route sit innocently on the landscape, covering their complex histories and power networks, and present the history
of the American landscape that will be remembered.
Alternate Americanims shows the agency of architectural
objects in creating new realities, identities, and histories.
The game reflects and translates alternate histories to project alternate versions of reality. It examines the relationship
between meaning and architecture, identity and the built
environment. It tells the history of the built landscape and
allows for understanding, reflection, and speculation. Each
game plays out differently, and parallels the frameworks of
our reality to create endless
Alternate Americanisms.
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